Product Lineup / Selection Guide

The iVY SYSTEM can eliminate these problems!

Must cut down
on teaching
man-hours

Robot teaching tasks require a
lot of time and effort. The iVY
system however acts as the
“Eyes of the Robot” to drastically
shorten the time usually required
for teaching by automating the
final fine adjustment step in during
positioning.

Must simplify
the positioning
mechanism

Changing the setup such as for
positioning tasks takes a lot of time when
there are a large number of parts types
and more and more work tends to involve
small lot production with different parts.
The iVY system can help to drastically
lower costs for fabricating positioning jigs,
monitoring and replacement tasks, etc.

Need to
handle random
work tasks

The iVY system can also assist in
operations such as “placing the work
directly after moving from the parts
feeder” or “grip the work on the pallet
and transport it”. Using the position
correction function on the iVY system
can make performing these tasks simple.

Need to pickup
work flowing on
the conveyor

Don’t know
where to find
help when
trouble occurs

iVY board basic specifications
ITEM

iVY board
640 (H) × 480 (V) (300,000 pixels, VGA)

Functions

Trigger

Edge search (Correlative edge filter, Sobel filter)
S/W trigger, H/W trigger, Camera internal synch

External trigger input 2 points
Search function

Setup support functions

Position offset, Auto registry of point data
Calibration, image storage function Note1
(all images / specified image)

Note1. Requires Windows PC.

Lighting control board (option) basic specifications
ITEM

Lighting control board (option)
Applicable controller RCX240
Number of lighting
Up to 2 units
connected units
Light adjusting
system

Trigger
Basic
specifications External trigger input
Lighting power
input
Lighting output

044

PWM control (0 to 100%) (Cycle 60kHz)
Stroboscopic light (10 to 33000us)
S/W trigger, H/W trigger
2 points
12VDC or 24VDC
(Supplied from outside commonly to 2 channels)
When DC12V is supplied:
Less than 30W with 2 channels totaled
When DC24V is supplied:
Less than 60W with 2 channels totaled

Lighting control section

Ethernet (100BASE-TX)
Basic specifications

128MB SDRAM, 256MB miniSD card

Light adjusting
system

PWM control (0 to 100%) (Cycle 60kHz)
Stroboscopic light (10 to 33000us)

Trigger

S/W trigger, H/W trigger

External trigger
input

2 points

Lighting power
input

12VDC or 24VDC
(Supplied from outside commonly to 2 channels)

Lighting output

When DC12V is supplied:
Less than 30W with 2 channels totaled
When DC24V is supplied:
Less than 60W with 2 channels totaled

Number of encoder
Up to 2 units
connected units
Pulse input section

Memory
External I/F
Search method
Image input

Maximum 2 units
Double speed compatible analog camera

RCX240

Number of lighting
Up to 2 units
connected units

Note : If connecting 2 units, then must be the same model

Camera types

Tracking board (option)

Applicable controller

Settable part types 40 part types
Connectable
Basic
specifications cameras

Problems such as being unable
to load images, or unable to
write data, position errors tend to
occur often in commercial image
processing equipment used in
combination with the robot. Those
are the times when the YAMAHA
iVY system will keep working well.
The iVY system delivers total
support for tasks ranging from
loading of images from the camera
to operating the robot.

Tracking board (option) basic specifications
ITEM

Applicable controller RCX240
Pixels

The iVY system also handles conveyor
tracking tasks. Signals from an
encoder installed on the conveyor are
input to allow continuously recognize
work positions in the process flow. So
that work can be picked up without
having to stop the conveyor.

Encoder power
source

DC5V (Less than 500mA with 2 channels totaled)
(Supplied from controller)

Applicable
encoder

Line driver equivalent to 26LS31 / 26C31
(Conforming to RS422)

Input phase

A, A, B, B, Z, Z
Maximum response
2MHz
frequency
Counter / Step-up
multiplication

0 to 65535 / Double, quadruple

Other

Provided with broken wire detect function

Note. The tracking board is required when using the tracking function.

